Schedule Number: N1-517-92-001

Some items in this schedule are either obsolete or have been superseded by new NARA approved records schedules. This information is accurate as of: 10/6/2021

ACTIVE ITEMS
These items, unless subsequently superseded, may be used by the agency to disposition records. It is the responsibility of the user to verify the items are still active.

All items except those listed below are active.

SUPERSEDED AND OBSOLETE ITEMS
The remaining items on this schedule may no longer be used to disposition records. They are superseded, obsolete, filing instructions, non-records, or were lined off and not approved at the time of scheduling. References to more recent schedules are provided below as a courtesy. Some items listed here may have been previously annotated on the schedule itself.

Item 9 is superseded by N1-517-93-002, item 1.
REQUEST FOR RECORDS DISPOSITION AUTHORITY

(See Instructions on reverse)

TO: NATIONAL ARCHIVES and RECORDS ADMINISTRATION (NARA)
WASHINGTON, DC 20408

1. FROM (Agency or establishment)
BOARD FOR INTERNATIONAL

2. MAJOR SUBDIVISION
BROADCASTING

3. MINOR SUBDIVISION

4. NAME OF PERSON WITH WHOM TO CONFER
5. TELEPHONE

6. AGENCY CERTIFICATION
I hereby certify that I am authorized to act for this agency in matters pertaining to the disposition of its records and that the records proposed for disposal on the attached page(s) are not now needed for the business of this agency or will not be needed after the retention periods specified; and that written concurrence from the General Accounting Office, under the provisions of Title 8 of the GAO Manual for Guidance of Federal Agencies,

☐ is not required; ☐ is attached; or ☐ has been requested.

DATE
2/6/92

SIGNATURE OF AGENCY REPRESENTATIVE
Kay Ainsworth

TITLE
Administrative Officer

7. ITEM NO.
8. DESCRIPTION OF ITEM AND PROPOSED DISPOSITION

9. GRS OR SUPERSEDED JOB CITATION

10. ACTION TAKEN (NARA USE ONLY)

GENERAL

1. Radio Files. Arranged alphabetically by subject. Correspondence, reports, memorandums, telegrams, analyses, reviews, notes, minutes of meetings, clippings, briefing materials, and other types of documentation. Files cover basic operations of the Board from 1973 through 1990.

Volume on hand: 30 feet
Annual accumulation: 0

PERMANENT. Transfer to WNRC immediately.
Transfer to the National Archives when 20 years old.

Changesto items 3, 7, 8, and 10 made per letter of 2/24/93 from the Board for International Broadcasting.

Current schedule sent to agency: NCE, WN, NFN, NCF, NIA

3/2/93

Required to agency: NCE, WN, NFN, NCF, NIA

7/7/92
2. **Annual Report.** Printed annual report of the Board.

   Volume on hand: 1 foot
   Annual accumulation: 1"

   a. Record set.

      PERMANENT. Transfer directly to the National Archives every 20 years. (i.e. transfer a set of all reports from 1973 to 1992 in 1993).

   b. All other copies.

      Destroy when no longer needed.

3. **Evaluation Files.** Arranged by language of broadcast. Correspondence and reports relating to Board oversight and evaluation of broadcasts.

   Volume on hand: 3 feet
   Annual accumulation: 1 foot

   PERMANENT. Transfer to the National Archives when 20 years old.

4. **Congressional Files.** Arranged by name of legislator or committee. Correspondence, memorandums, and other material relating to the Board's relations with Congress.

   Destroy when no longer needed.

5. **Legislation Files.** Arranged by fiscal year of appropriation or specific piece of legislation. Copies of bills, committee reports, correspondence, and other material relating to legislation affecting the Board.

   Destroy when no longer needed.


   Destroy when no longer needed.
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

7. Subject Files. Arranged by subject. Correspondence, memorandums, reports, telegrams, notes, and other material. Files relate to the plans, policies, operations, and activities of the Board.

Volume on hand: 3-4 feet
Annual accumulation: 1 foot

PERMANENT. Cut off every 5 years and transfer to WNRC. Transfer to the National Archives when 20 years old.

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

8. Subject Files. Arranged by subject. Memorandums, correspondence, reports, telegrams, notes, and other documentation. Files relate to the operations and activities of the Board.

Volume on hand: 3-4 feet
Annual accumulation: 1 foot

PERMANENT. Cut off every 5 years and transfer to WNRC. Transfer to the National Archives when 20 years old.

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGER

9. Subject Files. Arranged by subject filing system. Correspondence, memorandums, reports, telegrams, and other material. Files relate to administrative support of the Board.

Destroy when 2 years old, or when no longer needed, whichever is sooner, except for Official Personnel Folders, filed under PER. OPFs should be handled as required by GRS 1, Item 1.

GENERAL COUNSEL and STAFF

10. Subject Files. Arranged by staff member and thereunder by subject. Memorandums, reports, telegrams, notes, correspondence, and other material. Files cover all aspects of the work of the Board.
a. Substantive policy files.

   Volume on hand: 25 feet  
   Annual accumulation: 5 feet

   PERMANENT. Cut off every 5 years and  
   transfer to WNRC. Transfer to the National Archives when 20 years old.

b. Routine and facilitative files.

   Destroy when no longer needed but not more than 3 years old.